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The main purpose of this study has been to find out
the nature of courses in Home Economics offered to boys
in Junior and Senior High Schools of the Northeastern
section of the United States. The leading trends and side
lines for the Junior and Senior High School courses, as
well as the nature of the activities of the various home
economics clubs for boys, will be analyzed and presented
separately.
Limitations
This study has been limited to a random sampling of
courses offered in various Junior and Senior High Schools
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecti-
cut, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The New York State




In collecting data for this study, the survey method
of research has been used. Letters were first written to
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the supervisor of home economics of each state included in
the study in an effort to obtain information as to the
Junior and Senior High Schools offering home economics
wor’i for boys. Letters were then sent to a random sampling
of these schools, asking for information concerning the
nature of the course, grades in which offered, number of
boys in each class, number of girls in same class, etc.
In Massachusetts, letters were sent to the supervisors of
the tv/enty-three cities in the state. Following are the
questions used in the questionnaire:
Are courses in Home ISconomics Yes elective
for boys now given? No required
If formerly given, why discontinued?
Number of classes l^umber of clubs
Number of boys in each class
Number of girls in same class
Number of classes per week
Length of class period in minutes
Number of years course has been offered
Grades in which now offered
Text used
Nature of course (including name of course)
Personal investigation and personal interview were
also used as a means of collecting data. In addition to
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the study of the present situation, a survey was made of i
available literature on the subject of home economics for
boys. In examination was also made of several books
I
related to home economics in a search for any written
material in them pertaining to boys in home economics. i
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A survey of the literature shows that home economics
instruction has been given to boys in various parts of the
United States for more than twenty years. According to the
Office of Education’s home economics survey of 1925-26,
forty-two states were found to be offering some home
1
economies training to boys in various public schools. An
analysis of the courses mentioned in the survey showed that
they fell into four main classes: (1) "Camp Cookery”,
(2) "Food selection and preparation” (or ”lIutrition” or
"Dietetics”), (3) "Household and personal budgets", and
2
(4) "An appreciation course." This latter course aimed
"to develop in boys an appreciation for those matters
pertaining to worthy home and community membership with
special emphasis on the proper selection of food, clothing,
and shelter; instruction in household finance; discussion
of the boy's duties in the home; child care and training;
and community activities."
T
Smeline S. Whitcomb, "Home Economics for Boys,"
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It is of interest to note that most of the home
economics instruction for boys has come through requests
from the boys themselves. The boys have apparently felt
the need of it for their Boy Scout duties, camping trips,
athletic contests, and everyday living matters, including
1
social usage for all occasions. An article telling of a
course in Denver, Colorado states that "some of the boys
are actually using things they have learned in the course
to pay their way in college. One of the boys has been
house manager of his fraternity house for three years,
where he says this class experience has been of immeasur-
2
able help, especially in the planning of the meals." In
this connection might be mentioned an interesting one- act
play for boys, called "Cooking Engineer", which the writer
came across in surveying the literature. This play brings
out many of the points discussed in the current literature,
as to why the boys took the course and what they get out
3
of it.
Boys seem to be much more enthusiastic about the work




Helen A. Burnham, "After Sight Years of Home Economics
for Boys," Practical Home Economics, Vol. 9 (June, 1931),
p. 175f
3
M. S. long, "Cooking Engineer; a One Act Play for Boys,”
Practical Home Economics, Vol. 11 (February, 1933), p. 44+
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the part of the instructor. They are also more interest-
ing to teach. Quoting Miss Mack: "One cannot help being
amused when a boy comes up with an egg beater, and asks,
'Shall I wind up the egg with this?' Another one after
I
he has baked his cake exclaims, *0. Boy', this is better
than my mother can make.' When your attention is directed
to some other member of the class, into his coat pocket
goes the cake to be carried home to mother." '
There seems to be general agreement that boys need i
home economics instruction since they are called upon daily'
to select food either at home, in school, or in the res- '
taurant; often to buy and care for their clothing; and
later in their lives, to build, purchase, or rent a home
2
and to become co-partners in the rearing of a family.
I
"Despite the long recognized fadt that the best cooks
and hotel managers are men, it was considered rather
effeminate for a man to display any knowledge of food valueaj
or home management or the physical care of children.
|
But this point of view is changing. Thinking people now
realize that good citizenship consists of more than refrain-'
-
Fay Mack, "Evaluation of Training for Boys in Home Econo-
mics," Practical Home Economics, Vol. 11 (April, 1933),
pp. 104^
2
Hmeline S. Whitcomb, "Biennial Survey of Education 1924-
1926," Bulletin No. 25, 1928. Bureau of Education, Dept,
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ing from shooting one's neighbor, and going to the polls
on election day."l
"The universal interest in health, Iceeping fit,
longevity, efficient living, and fine citizenship, has
superseded the false notion held by some people that home




Panny Kissen, "Boys Study Homemaking," Parents Magazine,
Vol. 5 (March, 1930), p. 294.
2
"Biennial Survey of Education 1924-26", op. cit., p. 249.
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Statistioal Studies
A statistical study of home economics in the public
high schools of the United States made by the Bureau of
Education in 1924 showed that 60*4 per cent of the high
1
schools which reported were offering home economics work.
Questionnaires were sent to 19,449 high schools, the num-
ber recorded by the bureau for 1924, and replies were
received from 48.9 per cent. "The entire enrollment of
girls and boys, respectively, in the 5737 high schools
offering home economics was 976,882 and 850,852. Of these
numbers, 424,817 girls, or 43.6 per cent of the entire
number enrolled, and 7017 boys, or .8 per cent, were
enrolled in home economics courses." In other words, of
all those high schools offering home economies v/ork, it
was found that only .8 per cent of all the boys enrolled
were taking courses in home economics and that 43.5 per
cent of all the girls enrolled were taking such courses.
Of the entire enrollment of boys, 1.9 per cent of the boys
in the Junior High Schools studied were taking home econo-
mics courses, .3 per cent for the Senior High School,
.7 per cent for the Junior— Senior High School, and .7 per
cent for the regular High School.
T
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9A study made in 1928 showed that 24 per cent of the
I
school systems, in both Junior and Senior High grades, I
1 !
were offering home economics to boys. This study also
j
I
found that 99 per cent of the home economios judges
|
(supervisors etc.) desired that home economics be offered
to boys, while only 40 per cent of the superintendents
j
favored arranging such instruction. The factor of desir-





Mrs. Annie I. Dyer, "The Administration of Home Economics
in Oity Schools," Teachers College, Columbia University,
Contributions to Education, No. 318 (1928) p. 35.
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OUTLINE OP TYPICAL COUHSE
The following suggested outline of three units might i
easily be adapted to meet the needs of any group;
Family Relationship Unit
(1)
Personality; health, care of person,
manners in school and out, and wise use '
of leisure time.
(2)
Study of family life; responsibilities,
desirable qualities of members, adjustments
as to finance (budgets), modern family, and
child training.
IJutrition Unit
(1) Fundamentals of nutrition; adequate meals
through preparation.
(2) Table service and etiquette.
(3) Duties as a host.
(4) Selection of meals outside the home.
(5) Food costs.
Clot hing unit I
(1) Selection; judging standard makes and
fabrics, materials and types for various
j
occasions, color and design, and cost in
relation to quality.




"To supplement the work of the school, cooperation may,
I. E. Sunderlin, "Why not for Boys, too?" National
;
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be maintained with the local merchants for exhibit material
in clothing and building; with a physician for health and
knowledge of sex, where the teacher may be unable to pre-
sent this phase; with nursery schools for child observation
t
with a lawyer for legal aspects of the home; and with local
1
stores and factories."
In a speech delivered at the 1929 annual meeting of
the l07;a Home Hoonomics Association in Des Moines, J. A.
Starrak, associate professor in the Vocational Education
Department of Iowa State College, gives his views as to
what should be taught to boys in the field of home
2
economics. He states, "In food preparation not much in-
struction should be given to boys, and certainly no con-
siderable degree of ability should be sought. An under-
standing of a few of the most fundamental principles of
cookery should be given, and an appreciation of the part
which proper preparation of food bears upon its digesti-
bility and nutritive value should be developed. The time
;
to be spent in food work would not be sufficient to allow
j
the development of real abilities, and besides, the
|
I






J. A. Starrak, "Home Making Course for Boys,"
!
Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 22 (June. 1930), pp. 451-^.
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dnty of the housewife. This last is true of food marketing
also, for which reason I would teach practically nothing
of it to boys. In food selection an important outcome is
I
1
the ability to select nutritious, well-cooked, and well-
j
balanced meals at a restaurant or boarding house Along*
I
with the ability to select food, there should be developed '
I
a real appreciation of the influence of food upon mental !
and physical efficiency. We would do well to include at
this point the ability to follow the commonly accepted
rules of table etiquette.” i
”What shall we teach in reference to clothing? First,
the ability to distinguish the different fabrics used in
men’s clothing. Second, the ability to determine the
quality of clothing fabrics. Third, the ability to select
clothing which is correct in style, design, and color, and
economical in price. Fourth, the ability to plan and folloji^
a clothing budget. Fifth, an appreciation of the part
which correct clothing plays in the impressions we make
on others, and, hence, in our success in life. Sixth, a
desire or disposition to dress neatly, modestly, tastefully
and economically.”
Professor Starrak also suggested that boys be taught
financial problems of the home and the general use of
money; health from the mental and physical points of view;
and home relationships.
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One of the first attempts to offer this type of work
was at the request of a group of boys in the Williamsport
1
High School in the city of Williamsport, Pennsylvania*
The principal was sceptical, but finally agreed to one
course with the understanding that it be designated as a I
course in "Camp Cooking." Approximately twenty-five boys
were enrolled in the course which was open to them in
1913-14 and 1914-15. Mrs. Anna G. Green, present Chief
of Home Economics Education in Pennsylvania, was the
teacher of the group. The course included food study,
’meal planning, food preparation, budgeting of family in-
come, preparation of food for invalids, arrangement of
j
I
invalid trays, and the boy's place in the home. Before
entering the class, each boy was asked to state in writing,
on an unsigned piece of paper, his reasons for wishing to
have such a course. Some of the reasons were:
I
"To keep well by eating the right kind of food."
|
"To know how to get breakfast if I have to."
"To find out whether two people can live as
cheaply as one."
"To know how to prepare an attractive tray for
my invalid mother."
Anna G. Green, "Home Economics for Boys," Journal of
Home Economics, Vol. 25, (November, 1933), p. 775.
Personal letter from l^s. Green containing more detailed
nn ^npoeming COUrse*
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^To learn correct table manners and etiquette
”To learn to be a gracious host*”
”To find out how much should be spent for food in
a family of five."
I
"To learn how to make chocolate layer cake."
Among other early oases which are definitely known
are tv/o described in manuscript notes, called "Home Econo-
mics Work for Boys," sent in to the Journal of Home Econo-
1
mi os by D. Langworthy, a former advisory editor. Miss i
Minta P. MoQuiddy of Hew Albany, Indiana, writes of her'
experiences with Junior and Senior High School boys, under
date of October 1, 1919. She found that the boys were mosti
interested in food adulteration, sanitary handling of foodsl
public sanitation, and responsibility of the consumer.
j
Some of her early courses included practical cooking, food
study, and home and community hygiene.
The second specific case recorded in these manuscript
notes was by Miss Lulu M. Williams, of New York City, who
wrote under date of October 6, 1919. She tells of visiting
some seventy-five schools and giving lesson talks to girls.
After finding that the boys would listen and pay attention i
and wanted to be included in the class instruction, she
,
recognized it as a good time to teach them some fundamentalii
Editorial, "Home Economics for Boys," Journal of Home
Economics, Vol. 19, (March, 1927), pp. 146-149.
t
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of better living. In her tallcs, she tried to make the
boys feel that they were a necessary part of the home and
should prepare themselves for their share of its duties
and responsibilities in providing food, shelter and
clothing. Although it was not intended to have the boys
do any sewing, many of them ejcpressed a desire to learn.
During the War, they were able to dam, patch, repair
j
clothing, sew on buttons, mend rips in coats, knit
|
t
sweaters and scarfs, and even to make quilts and sacks for
refugees. They were also interested in learning about
textiles—why their weighted silk ties went to pieces; the
^
meaning of "shoddy", etc. The food work consisted of the
study of cereals, milk, and meat substitutes, and the ser-





Home economics work for boys was introduced into the
|
Denver High Schools as early as 1920, but it was not until
1925 that the work was established. A course called
i
"Applied Hconomics for Boys" is one of the popular elective
courses open to Junior and Senior High School students and
is composed of four units centering about the home and
including "foods, clothing, the household, family and
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social relationships.” Another course called ”Problems
in Everyday Living" is open to both boys and girls, in
separate classes, and is very popular with the high school
seniors. This course is made up of six units, considered
from the viewpoint of family life: foods, clothing,
woodwork, health, the house as a home, and applied econo-
mics. Classes from both of these courses meet one period
daily for one semester, for vAich one unit of credit is
given.
I
The senior high school boys were so interested in
their home economics work that their enthusiasm spread to
the Junior High Schools, and in response to numerous re-
quests, elective courses for the ninth grade were given in
some of these schools. In September, 1930, a course known
as "Problems of Everyday Living" was required of all 8B
boys. This course is given in combination with industrial
arts, three periods a week being devoted to industrial arts
and two to home economics. Included in this course are a
practical knowledge of food and clothing, an appreciation
of monetary values, better use of leisure, and the boy*s
I
Helen A. Burnham, loc. cit.
Olive J. McClure, "Home Economics Classes for Boys in the
Denver Public Schools," Journal of Home Economics
(December, 1931), pp. llSO-2.
Helen Bedford, "Boys in Home Economics," Child Welfare,
Vol. 86, (December, 1931), pp. 222-283^
I
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relation to his family and friends.
1
Quoting from Miss McClure's article, "All types of
boys are found in these classes—the athlete, the honor
student, the school debater, and an occasional rowdy or
loafer. The rowdy and the loafer soon find out, however,
j
that they must cooperate in the laboratory, as the other
|
boys in the class will not tolerate any shirking." ^
j
"The boys came into the classes with a great deal of
;
curiosity and some doubt that they would find anything of !
interest to them. V/hen they found out the practical,
I
helpful things being taught which were of direct interest






In Los Angeles, three distinct types of classes are
open to boys;-
(1) Vocational Classes
Prepare boys for chefs and chefs' assistants,




Olive J. MClure, op. cit., pp. 1120-2.
o
3ssie L. Elliott, "Types of Home Economics Courses for
Boys in Los Angeles," Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 23,
(December, 1931), pp. 1118-19.
Helen Bedford, op. cit., pp. 222-223-**
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(2) Developmental Schools
Boys, in same classes with girls, assist
largely in preparation of noon meals.
(3) Classes of General Nature
Operate under such names as "Boys* Dietetics",
"Boys' Home Economics", "Boys' Home Activities",
and "Gamp Cookery." In some of these, food
preparation takes precedence over other
activities while in others, very little food '
preparation is done because of the size of the
class, length of period, or the lack of equip-
ment. However, in all except the camp cookery
groups, the courses in general cover the follow-
ing topics;
Nutrition fundamentals
Food preparation and service
Etiquette and social customs
Selection, repair, and care of clothing
Financing a modern family
The problems of fatherhood
In the lilanual Arts High School of Los Angeles, a
course in "Dietetics" was established in 1924. This course
is elective for boys above the tenth grade, and covers such
topics as physiology of digestion, nutrition, food prepar-
ation, social etiquette, social adjustment of the boy to
his environment, household economics, child development,
home furnishings, and first aid.
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A course in "Pamily Adjustments'’ is here classified
in the sociology department rather than in the homemalcing |
i
department because the sociological aspects of the home
|
rather than skills are emphasized. An outline of a
|
proposed course was made after much reading in the fields
\
I
of sociology, economics, and psychology relative to family 1
I
life. This preliminary outline was sent, along with a '
questionnaire, to senior high boys, junior college boys,
and parents. Twenty-seven topics were listed, and the boys
were asked to indicate which they knew most about, which
they would like to have discussed, and which omitted. The
majority of the boys were in favor of a man instructor.
The returns from the questionnaire seemed to justify
the development of a course in family adjustments, and the
appointment of a man, Mr. Russell 3. Sprong, to take charge
of it. The course includes the following six units,
outlined with major topics and approximate time allotment
_
Itoud W. Dunn, ’’Family Adjustments: A Course for Senior
High School Bovs,” Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 23
(January, 1931), pp. 9-14.
Maud W. Dunn, ” Course in Family Adjustments for Senior
High School Boys,” Practical Home Economics, Vol. 9
(October, 1931), p. 311.
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Unit ^—Getting Along With People (2 weeks)
A. Individual differences, including physical,
mental, and emotional differences*
B. Mental hygiene— its aims, purposes, and relation
to habit formation*
Unit II—Development of Family Life (5 weeks)
A. Modern economic and social c end it ions influencing
family life*
B* Organization of family life.
C* Disorganization of family life*
Unit III—Adjustments in Family Finance (5 weeks)
A* Household Capital
3* Budgets
(Shelter, food, clothing, operation sundries,
end savings.)
"Food is largely considered with regard to
food values, balanced meals, and needs under
various conditions, although provision is made
for developing some skill in preparation*"
It was suggested that the homemaking
teacher "be present at the discussion of the
planned menus" which were to be approved for
balance by the homemaking department before
being served.
Unit lY—Adjustments Due to Age Differences (1 week)
A* Adjustments between children and parents*
B. Adjustments between children and grandparents*
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Unit V—Adjustaaents in Cases of Siclmess and Accidents
(1 week)
Unit VI—Twentieth Century Family Adjustments (4 v/eeks)
Summary
A. Character traits needed in the home.






The course at Inglewood Union High School covers
three fields; (1) the health and nutrition of the family;
|
(2) shelter and clothing; and (3) the social aspect with
1
parental training. As part of the regular class work, thej
members of the class in groups spend an afternoon and
|
I
evening each semester at the home of the teacher, where I
j





Tulsa, Oklahoma, has the distinction of being the fi
city in the United States to make a years* course in home
economics a requirement for boys for high school gradua-
3
tion. "Home Crafts'* work for boys was introduced in
1
Fanny Eissen, op. cit., pp. 29<-
2
I. E. Sunderlin, op. cit., p. 225-6.
3
Helen Bedford, op. cit., pp. 222-223«>- Fanny Eissen,
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Septetnber of 1925. This course came as the outgrowth of
a questionnaire sent by the department of home economics
to the parents of the boys of the Tulsa Central High
School, asld.ng their opinions concerning the advisability
of requiring their sens to pursue a course in home econo-
mics. Practically all of the questionnaires were returned
v/ith such enthusiastic endorsement of the idea that home
economics instruction for beys was included in the high
school program, and by 1931 had become a prerequisite for
graduation, required during the junior year. The course
is a combination course v/ith physical education, and in-
cludes units on nutrition, food preparation (requested by
the boys), choice and care of clothing, family relation-
ships, house planning, child care, social usage, spending
and saving the family income, first aid, end emergency care
of the sick. The aims of the course are ”to teach the high
school boy those fundamental principles of homemaking which
will make him a more worthy member of the home and of
society, and to develop an appreciation of his own responsi-
2
bility to his home and to his family."
Martha Binkley, "High School Home Graft Courses for Girls
and Boys," Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 20, 1928,
pp. 153-6. Martha Binkley, "Home Economics for Boys,"
Practical Home Economics, Vol. 9 (October, 1931), pp. 308-
>
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The questionnaire which was sent to the boys' parents
1
is as follows:




(a) The selection of adequate food for himself
in a cafeteria or restaurant?
( b) The cost of feeding a family for one month^
I
(c) The cooking of food?
(d) The names, cost, and wearing qualities of
standard woolen and worsted materials
used for his suits and overcoats?
(e) Line and colors and their combination in
dress?
( f ) Suitable dress for various occasions?
(g) Application of art principles to the
planning and furnishing of a home or officn,
as a knowledge of color, lines, space,
proportions?
(h) Appreciation of good pictures for the
home?
2« Do you think a high school boy should have some
knowledge of landscaping?
3. Should he know how to adapt his training in art
to the working out of a "city-beautiful" plan in
the use of monuments, planning of parks or play-
grounds, etc?
4* Should he know something about etiquette and
appropriate behavior for various occasions?
6* Do you believe that music appreciation should be
encouraged in the home?
1
Helen Bedford, op. cit., pp. SSS-S*-
Fanny Kissen, Ibid.
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6. Should patriotic holidays be observed in the
home?
7. Should the family participate in some form of
religious expression in the home?
8. Should the high school boys loiow something about
the care of children?
9* Should he know how to care for emergency cases of
sickness?
10. Should he know about the cost of living in Tulsa?
11. Should he know how to budget his income?
12. Do you believe in budgeting the family income?
13. What should be the boy's attitude toward his
mother's services in the home? Should they be
paid for in money? If so, how much?
14. Should the boys know something about the legal
procedures connected with home building and home
management? About various forms of insurance?
About principles of thrift?




During 1928-29, nine hundred and ninety-eight boys
were enrolled in home living units in the consolidated
schools of Ivlississippi . The units were grouped under two
headings: personal ^d family. Personal included health,
expenses, accounts, care of the room, first aid, food and
table service, camp cooking and clothing selection. The
T
I. E. Sunderlin, op. cit., pp. 255-6.
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femily unit covered such topics as manners at home and
abroad, economics of the femily, home conveniences, budgets,





At Odessa, Texas, the follov/ing three units are
offered: (1) food and service; (2) human relationships
with emphasis on personality development; and (3) clothing
selection and personal grooming. An interesting part of
the course is talcing the boys and their girl friends to a
hotel for dinner and to the theater afterwards, so that




A "Camp Cra^t" course for boys at the Southeastern
High School in Detroit emphasizes such topics as camp
habits, activities, equipment, fires, stories, games,
laundering, first aid, edible and inedible wild plants,
hikes, and cooking in the open. A course in "Dietetics"
is also open to boys in Detroit, in the Northern High
2
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In the Newton High School, Elmhurst, Long Island, a
course in camp cookery was introduced in September, 1926
to boys in the sophomore class at the suggestion of one of
the students who said to his grade adviser, "The boys in
1
the West have camp cooking* Why can't we?"
Quoting Miss V/hitcomb:- "The class was taught the
scientific principles underlying the preparation of the
following foods, and as far as possible these principles 1
were correlated with those taught the boys in their general
science course." i
"The foods were (1) cocoa and toast; (2) tune fish i
sandwiches; (3) scalloped tomatoes; (4) chicken fricassee; !l
(5) boiled rice; (6) emergency biscuits; (7) muffins;
(8) vegetable soups and chowders; (1) macaroni and cheese;
(10) wheatena and prunes; (11) fried potatoes combined I'
with eggs; (12) gingerbread; (13) corn fritters—apple-
sauce; (14) baccBi and cheese sandwiches; (15) chocolate
bread pudding; (16) cod fish cakes— tomato sauce; (17) cut^
of meat; (18) meat balls; (19) broiling meets; (20) tamale
pie; (21) meat soup in fireless cooker; (22) rice pudding;;
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At Contoooook, New Hampshire, a course in camp
cookery is required of all seventh grade boys. These boys
are taught how to prepare different dishes from one basic
recipe and by various methods; how to select food in season
and with regard to the age and occupation of those to be
served; and how to select a balanced diet.
Exchange Classes
In many places throughout the country, classes in
home economics for girls and industrial arts for boys are
exchanged for a period of a few weeks. Such exchange
classes are given in the Junior High Schools of Muncie.
2
Indiana. ;iuoting from the article;- "The boys spent
some time studying the selection of foods. One day the
classes went as a group to the cafeteria and selected their
lunches, the manager scoring their trays. The remainder of
the work was dene in preparing enough kinds of dishes to
make a balanced lunch and then serving the lunch, with !






Ella Hollenback, "Home Tinkering for Girls and Home '
Economics for Boys," Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 22,
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1
Missouri, classes have been exchanged for several years.
The seventh grade boys of Warwiclc, Hew York, have a five
j
week exchange period, tied up vyith boy scout work and calleii
2
'’Home Citizenship.” These exchange classes mentioned are
typical of the many classes exchanged in various parts of
the United States.
Clubs (typical)
A "Bachelors Club" has been organized in Ava, Michigan
for the purpose of studying the "Problems of home economics
that are of interest to men.” The club is an outside
t
activity and is made up of some of the most popular and
1
active boys, of ages ranging from 15-19 years. They have '
provided themselves with club pins from their own design— I
rz
I
a small rolling pin. i
I
In the Parragut Junior High School of Chicago, a
"Boys' Camp Cooking Club" was planned for boys interested
4
in camp and scout cooking. The work was also planned to
T
A. S. Hussey and V. L. Pickens, "Boy and Girl Exchange
Unit; Girls in the Shop and Boys in the Kitchen,"
Practical Home Economics, Vol. 12 (April, 1934), p. 101^ '
2
S. A. Hadder and G. G. Baker, "Teaching a Boy To Cook and
a Girl to Saw,” Practical Home Economics, Vol. 11 (June,
1933), p. 182.
3
Lena R. Johnson, "Boy's Home Economics Club," Journal of
of Home Economics, Vol. 18 (May, 1926), pp. 265-7.
4
Mabel S. Twitty, "Can Boys Cook?” Chicago School Journal,!
Vol. 13 (March. 1931), pp. 337-8. !
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provide an item of cultural and practical education. The
boys are taught scientific principles of cooking vyhile they!
!
prepare such foods as: cocoa and toast, bacon and eggs, !
griddle cakes, emergency biscuits, muffins, cuts of meats,
meat balls, simple desserts, nut bread, sandwiches, and
i
peanut brittle. Commenting on the value of this work,
i
Miss Twitty writes: "At the time when the field of cookery'
is open to boys in hotels, dining cars, steamships, '
i
restaurants, the home, and in great industrial plants en-
gaged in the preparation of food, this course has seemed to
us to possess not only interest but great value."
i
The "Valet Club" is referred to in Charles R. Poster* si
I
book, "Extra-Curriculum Activities in High School," as a '
1
typical home economics club for boys. It is suggested
that the membership be limited to twenty-five boys. The
objectives and activities of such a club ere listed as
follows;
Objectives
(1) To encourage boys to take pride in personal
neatness and appearance.
(2) To promote thrift.
(3) To take care of the small things in life.
(4) To make the best of the things one has.
1
Charles R. Poster, "Extra-Curriculum Activities in High
School," Chapter 3, p. 43.
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Aotivities ( some)
(1) Freshening and making over old ties.
(2) lien ding sweaters
( 3) Darning socks
(4) Sewing on buttons (to stay)
(5) Pressing suits
(6) Removing spots
(7) Applying mending tissue and tailor's gum
to patching
(8) Washing, drying, and pressing trousers
(9) Mending frayed shirt cuffs
(10) Washing and ironing shirts
(11) Simple cooking
jixaminat i on of Books
Out of ten books examined for material concerning
home economics for boys, six were found to have such
material present. The books were selected at random, and
those containing no mention of home economics for boys were
found to have publication dates approximately the same as
those including such references.
Following are the names and publication dates of
those books found to contain no reference to home economics
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Atwater, "Home Economics; the Art and Science of
Homemaking." (1929)
Bevier, "Home Economics in Education." (1924)
Cooley, ’.Yinchell, and Spohr—"Teaching Home Economics"
(1928)
Reeves, Trilling, and Williams— "Problems in Pood and
the Family." (1931)
The following boolcs were found to have material in
them concerning home economics for boys:
Brown and Haley— "The Teaching of Home Economics"
(1928)
Friend-"Earning and Spending the Family Income."
( 1930) —Statement in preface that book is
written for boys as well as for girls.
Gesell-"The Pre-School Child." (1923)
Hanna-"Home Economics in the Elementary and Secondary
Schools." (1927)
MacI)onald-"Homemaking: A Profession for Men and
Women." (1927)
Wood, Lindquist, and Stud ley-"Managing the Home."
(1932)
Following are some of the quotations taken from the
j
above books:
"Many people feel very definitely that certain home-
j
I
making skills and information should be taught to boys as
well as to girls, and within the past few years there has ‘
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work; to boys.'*
"People are gradually recognizing the fact that the
responsibility for homemaking does not rest entirely on
the shoulders of the women of the household. The husband
and father must assume other duties than simply providing
2
the money for maintenance.”
"Even after homemaking has been analyzed into five
different activities, and after all of these have been
generously placed on the house daughters and housewives,
we are still confronted with the biological and sociologicafl.
axiom that homemaking is a joint enterprise in which the
father must share. In our arrangements of education and
in our prospectuses concerning these arrangements, we can-
not afford to imply that the father is only the economic
breadwinner of this social unit, and that he needs no
training or sense of responsibility in the composite
activities of homemaking. It ought to be one of the major
objectives of our popular homemaking education, here in
America, to blot out that disastrous implication, and to
give the 'head of the household* a little glimpse of his
3
domestic future."
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”Many of the problems and activities of the home,
suoh as selection of food, clothing, and house furnishings,
establishment of the standard of living, establishment of
the social relationships of the family, maintenance of
health, etc. are not exclusively the duty of the homemaker,
though the mother of the family exercises choice for her
I
family during its youth. Some understanding of or appreci-j
I
ation of these activities and problems should be included :
1 ;
in the training of all boys and girls." !
i
"A reason for teaching home skills to both boys and !
girls lies in the understanding vihich the exercise gives
j
of steps in connected processes, as well as of the relation
between laborious effort and finished result. There is a
deeper insight into the fundamental social meaning of
^
commercially— baked bread end tailor— cleaned suits after
the individual has bungled either job in his first efforts
2
to do it at home."
"An outstanding characteristic of the most successful
modem home is the sharing of the responsibility of its
management by both the husband and the wife, and a recogni-
tion of the fact that the capacities and interests of both
1
Agnes K. Hanna, "Horae Economics in the Elementary and
Secondary Schools," p. 237-8.
2
Elizabeth MacDonald, "Homemaking; a Profession for Men
and Women," p. 17.
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The courses presented in this survey of current
literature are among the most outstanding, and are typical
of the many other courses offered in various Junior and
Senior High Schools throughout the country. Such courses,
as well as exchange classes and clubs, have been in
existence for more than twenty years. Most of the home
economics instruction given to boys has come through
requests from the boys themselves, and according to a
survey made in 1926-26 by the Office of Education, this
instruction has been offered in forty-two states.
1
Wood, Lindquist, and Studley, "Managing the Home,” p. 9.
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CHAPT^^R III
STUDY OP PR3SIin!lT STATUS OP HOME SCONOMIGS
FOR 3QYS
Yari ous States
The following statements concerning the present scope
I
of home economics for boys in the various states were






”Y/e have several schools offering courses in home






"We have in New Hampshire very few courses of homo





"The only high school in the state which is offering
home economics to boys at present is at Bellows Palls, 1
Vermont. They do not have a separate course, but some of
the boys elected the foods course with the girls. These 1
boys are interested in taking it because through some train-|
I
ing they have been able to secure jobs as short order cooks
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in restaurants or work in a bakery."
Oonneoticut
"Courses in homeaiaking are being offered to boys in a
i
number of schools in Connecticut. The limiting factor is
|
usually that the homemaking room is occupied all of the day
by the girls."
New York
"There were 1535 boys taking home economics work in
|
this state last school year. This v/ork is in classes and
clubs. Sixty-eight different centers in this state offered
work for boys. Boys are in classes by themselves or in |
i
classes with girls. They begin in some parts of the state I
to share in home economics work in grade seven." i
i
New Jersey
"There are a large number of school districts where
!
!
home economics instruction is given to boys."
I
Pennsylvania
"We are sending to you enclosed a list of centers
(54) where home economics work for boys was actually in i
operation during the school year 1933-34."
I
Results of Questionnaire
Out of a total of 63 letters sent to various junior
|
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and senior high schools in Maine, Kew Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
answers from fifty-four of them were received. Nineteen
reported no home economics work offered to boys, while
thirty-five stated that such instruction was being given,
either in the form of a course or a club. Nine schools
offered club work only, fourteen were giving courses in
the senior high school, five were giving courses in the
junior high school, and seven were offering courses in
both junior and senior high school.
Table I
Home Economics Work Offered to Boys
in 54 Schools Studied
Type of Work Offered Number of Schools
Club only 9
Senior Hi gib courses 14
Junior High courses 5
Junior and Senior High
courses 7
No work offered 19
Two junior high schools were offering club work in
addition to courses in home economics for boys, cue
school in New Jersey had two cooking clubs for boys; all
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Analysi s of Courses
The twenty-six courses offered in the Junior and
Senior High Schools, upon being analyzed, seemed to fall
into two groups, which for purposes of classification
might be called (1) Foods Selection and Preparation end
(2) Appreciation Course. The "Foods Selection and Prepar-
ation" included such items as food budgeting, marketing,
table service, and table etiquette in addition to the
actual preparation of the food. In other words, this type
of course dealt almost entirely uith the selection,
preparation and serving of food. What has been designated
as the "Appreciation Course” was much broader in scope and
included such topics as social etiquette for all occasions,
family relationships, care and repair of clothing, selectio|L
of clothing, clothing budgets, simple meal cookery, camp
cookery, marketing, consumer education, household physics,
i
etc. In the courses studied, no separate courses were
given in camp cookery ( excluding club work)
,
but units in
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General Content of the Two Types of Courses
Offered In Junior and Senior Elgh Schools
"Foods Selection and
Preparation" "Appreciation Course"
Selection and prepara- Simple meal cookery
tion of food Budgeting of family
Food budgeting income
Marketing Marketing
Table service Consumer education
Table etiquette Social etiquette
Simple nutrition (food Family relationships
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Five schools, out of the twenty-six used in this
study of courses offered, required boys of certain grades
to have instruction in some phase of home economics.
All of these schools were in Pennsylvania and all were
Junior High Schools. The ’’Appreciation” type of course
was required of all eighth-grade boys of York, all seventh-
grade boys of Mansfield, and all seventh and eighth-grade
boys of Aliquippa. The general "Foods Selection and
Preparation" course was required of eighth-grade boys of
Reading, Pennsylvania, and of all seventh, eighth, and
ninth-grade boys of Chester, Pennsylvania.
Table III








Aliquippa, Pennsylvania 7.8 9,10 "Appreciation
Course"
Chester, Pennsylvania 7,8,9 10 "Foods Selection
and Preparation'’
Mansfield, Pennsylvania 7 • • * “ "Appreciation
Course"
Reading, Pennsylvania 8 "Foods Selection
and Preparation"




Courses at Different Grade Levels
I
Most of the courses studied were offered in more
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than one grade. Three were open to boys of the seventh
grade, two as appreciation courses and one as foods select
ion and preparation; six courses were open to eighth-grade
boys, two as appreciation courses and four as foods work;
eleven courses were open to ninth-grade boys, six as
appreciation courses and five as foods work; fifteen
courses were open to boys in the tenth grade, seven as
appreciation courses and eight as foods work; fourteen
courses were open to boys of the eleventh grade, seven
as appreciation courses and seven as foods work; and
sixteen courses were open to boys of the twelfth grade,
eight as appreciation courses and eight as foods work.
Although only a very limited number of courses were
studied, there seemed to be a tendency for the courses to
be divided quite evenly between the two types of courses,
as classified. Whether or not there is any significance
to this observation cannot be determined until further
studies are made, using this classification.
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Table IV
Frequency of Home Eoonomicg Courses for Boys






7 3 2 1
8 6 2 4
9 11 6 5
.
10 15 7 8
11 14 7 7




The above table reads as follom'S; Of the total number
of courses studied for the various grade levels, three
courses were found to be offered in the seventh grade, two
of the courses being of the "Appreciation” type and one
being of a general foods nature.
Size of Classes (all boys)
The number of boys in each class (separate from girls)
ranged from seven to twenty-eight, the average size being
seventeen. The median for this specific group was also
seventeen.
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A comparison of the "Appreciation Course" offered
|
in the senior high school with that offered in the junior !
high school showed an outstanding difference in content
of course. The senior high school course covered units
in marketing* family relationships and budgeting—none
of which were mentioned as being taught in the junior high
schools. There was, at least, a stronger tendency for
these units to be included in the senior high school
program than in the junior high school. The junior high
school emphasized such items as general appearance,
character and personality. Table V on page forty-four,
brings out the characteristics peculiar and common to both
jmiior and senior high shhool courses in "Appreciation.”
The high school program of study in "Foods Selection
and Preparation" included units on food budgeting, marketing;,
i
simple nutrition and principles of cookery, whereas the
junior high schools covered work only in simple cookery.
Table VI, on page forty-four, compares the contents of
the foods courses offered in the two grade levels.
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Table V
Greneral Content of **Appreciation Courses '*









Simple coolceiy Mark et ing Good appearance
Meal planning, pre- Family relation- Character
paration and serving ships Consumer educa-












General Pont ent of '^ Foods Selection and
Preparation" Oou rses









Selection, planning Principles of Simple cookery
and serving of cookery
meals Food budgets
Table etiquette Simple nutrition
Table service Market ing
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Clubs
Twelve clubs in home economics work for boys were
reported in this study. All twelve clubs were open only
to boys of junior high school level. These clubs seemed
to fall into three general groups: (1) Gamp Cookery Clubs,
(2) Practical Cooking Clubs and (3) a Combination of
(1) and (2). It so happened that there were four each of
these three types of clubs.
Siz e of Clu bs
The size of the clubs ranged from fourteen to twenty,
the mean and the median both being sixteen.
Nature of Clubs
In the Camp Cookery Clubs, foods suitable for a
camping trip were discussed and prepared. The Practical
Cooking Clubs varied somewhat, according to the group, but
included such activities as preparation of breakfast and
breakfast trays; preparation of luncheon and serving to
teachers; planning, preparation, and serving of school
lunch; discussion of table service and etiquette. Some
of these clubs also had cake, pie, and candy lessons. A
Cooking Club in Hackensack, New Jersey, which was typical
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of a number of these clubs, covered work in the follov/ing
ten lessons in addition to some outdoor cookery in connecti
with hikes: 2 pie lessons, 2 cake lessons, 1 candy lesson,
2 hot dish lessons, 1 complete breakfast menu, 1 luncheon.
on
and 1 dinner menu
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The following include some of the units covered:
Cere of Clothing
Removal of stains--shining of shoes
Pressing trousers
Good Appearance
Care of skin— hair— body
;
Care of nails i
( In the above units the boys cleaned
j
their hands and nails in class. Brushed '
clothing— shined shoes— combed hair. All
j
agreed that it was quite simple to have a
clean neat appearance if one desired.) '







Correct table manners I
I
I
In the above study we would act out the lesson
j
as much as possible.
,
Character
Characteristics or traits of a good son
Study of money— how much allowance should
each boy have and how it should be spent.
Simple meal cookery.
A few of the boys’ reactions to the course are as
follows
:
"I've learned to dress neatly."
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”The lessons on etiquette and manners were very
helpful to me. I learned many things that
I never Jaiew before about how to act in a
theatre and restaurant.”
"I have learned how to take care of my clothing





NUTRITIOH AEJ) FOOD PHEPAHiiTION
AIMS ;
1. To study nutrition as it is related to the health
and happiness of the boy.
2. To learn to plan, prepare and serve breakfast
suitable for a high school boy end members of his
family.
Two 50-minute periods per week for 19 weeks
OQHTENT
1. Relation of Pood to Growth, Health, and Activity
(4 periods)
A-For good health good nutrition is necessary;
for good nutrition food must be selected to
meet the needs of growth, health and energy.
1-
Periods of most rapid growth
2-
Pactors other than food
a-Physical defects, sleep, fresh air,
sunshine, exercise, posture, firm
muscles, clear skin, sound teeth,
good digestion and a vigorous appetite.
3-
ivIake a Health Score Card
B-The Energy value of Foods (6 periods)
1-The Calorie - What is the calorie?
E-Weighing and measuring of 100-calorie
portions.
3-
Fuel value of 100-caloric portions.
4-
Comparison of the cost of 100-calorie
portions
.
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C-The Energy requirements of individuals
1- Conditions that influence the amount
of energy needed.
a-Sleeping, sitting, light exercise,
active exercise, severe exercise.
b-Energy requirements varies with size.
c-The effect of growth on the energy
requirement.
d-Energy requirement after middle age.
COIJTENT
II. The Composition of Foods. (10 periods)
A-Carbohydrat es - composition of, where manu-
factured and where foiind.
l-Separate the starch and cellulose in
pot ato.
B-Pats - composition and source.
1-Compare the fat content of various foods.
C-Froteins - composition and source.
1-
Calculate your own protein requirement.
2
-
How many calories must you obtain from
other sources.
D-Mineral Elemaits - their importance
1-How does an insufficient amount of these
elements affect the body.
E-Vitamins - their importance - source
1-
The effect of heat, water and alkoli on
vitamin C
2-
Select the foods which will insure an
adequate vitamin supply for a high
school boy or girl f cr a day.
F-V/ater - its use
III. Digestion of food (4 periods)
A- In the mouth
B-In the stomach
C-In the intestines
rv . Absorption of food (l period)
V. Selection of food for proper nutrition (6 periods)
A-For growing boys and girls
B-Por adults
C-Plan a days meals for yourself, using the 100
calorie portions, to meet your calorie require-
ment .
l-Check the number of shares of protein
supplied by the food
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Checlc the number of shares of calcium,
of phosphorous, end of iron supplied by
^ the food
3-
Are the protein, calcium, phosphorous
and iron adequate?
4-
Are the foods selected sufficiently rich
in vitamins?













Cooking of eggs for breakfast
5-
Preparation of some other foods suitable
for breakfast
6-
Plan, prepare and serve a breakfast suitable








1. To study marketing and costs of foods
2. To plan, prepare and serve luncheons and dinners
3. To study good social customs for various occasions
OONTBMT
1. Marketing and the costs of foods (6 periods)
A-Know how much you can spend for food - make
a budget and keep a food account
1-The household budget includes estimated
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-Plan ahead for your meals
2-lkIalce a list of the supplies needed
4-
Patronize only reliable merchants
5-
Know which is the most sanitary store
6-
You can save money by buying foods that are
in season
7-
Buy staple foods in quantity whenever there
is a good place to store such foods
8-
Learn to Imow which brands you consider the
best to buy
9-
Buy by weight or measure rather than by
twenty- five cents worth, etc.
10-If supplies have been delivered always check
with the list used when ordering.




a-Meals should be planned so as to meet
the daily body requirem*3nts
b-There should be variety and attractivenes
o-Sxpense is an important item
2-
Preparing luncheon dishes




e-Hain hot dishes - cheese, eggs, stews,




a-Pormal, informal and a buffet luncheon
B-Dinner
1-
Planning the dinner, considering the other
meals of the day, the group that is to be
served and the cost
2-
Types of dinner menus
a-Pamily dinner, company dinner, formal
dinner
3-
Selection of dinner foods
a-Cocktail or
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g-Coffee - cheese, crackers, mints &
nuts for formal dinners
C-Table Service
1-
Types of table service




Setting the table - table decoration
3-
Hules for waiting on the table
4-
Seating at the table
5-





iitiquette for all occasions
8-
What is meant by a table d'hote meal?
What advantages and disadvantages does it
have?
9-
;7hat are the advantages and disadvantages
of the ^la carte menu?
BIBLIOGRAPHY -
"Dietetics for High Schools", Revised, Willard
& Gillet
"Feeding the Family" -Rose




1. Selection of simple wholesome suppers which can
be prepared at home or in camp.
2. Social customs and etiquette.
3. Selection and preparation of simple, wholesome
meals for the entire day. Nutrition fundamentals
and health practices.
4. Marketing and budgeting.
5. Food preparation for the sick.
6. Selection of food away from home.






I Arts and Crafts (12 weeks)
II Tinkering (12 weeks)
III Cooking and Scouting( 12 weeks)
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I
Suggested Outline for Hew York State
Home Kocaaomies for Boys (grades 9-12)
Content ; Family and Community Relations
Home Planning and Selection
Business of the Household
Food Selection and Preparation
Clothing Selection and Care
I
I
Aims To develop an appreciation of the meaning of home
and family life; to encourage a sense of respon-
sibility for and a desire to share in the main-
tenance of desirable family and community rela-
tionships.
To develop an understanding of the principles
involved in the selection and planning of a
suitable home with its furnishings so that it may
best serve the individual and the family from
the standpoints of interests, privacy, comfort,
sanitation, economy and appropriation to purpose.
To develop Judgment in food selection from the
standpoints of health and economy; to develop
some skill in food preparation and serving.
To establish standards for the selection of
clothing; to encourage responsibility and develop
skill in relation to care of clothing.
To develop good habits in manner and conduct.
Textbooks : Because of the broad scope of this course, the
teacher must select either a general textbook
( such as Problems in Home living by Justin and
Rust or Ifllementary Home Economics by Matthews)
or a text which bears particularly on the phase
of the work in which the group is most interested.
In either case, sufficient reference books should
be provided to insure a wide range of material
covering all phases of the course.
References : Several pertinent reference books are suggestejd
for each phase of work. If possible they should
|
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Detail of Content; The interepts and the needs of the
pupils and the outcomes which are desired by the
teacher and pupils should determine the order in
which the following material is presented. These
factors should also control the amount of time whi
is placed upon each phase of work. The follov/ing
illustrations may serve to indicate the flexi-
bility of the course:
i5h
1 group of boys in one class might be particularly
interevSted in home planning, with an opportunity
to put into practice at home many of the projects
carried on in school. In such an event, the
teacher would do well to approach the course from
that point of view, incorporating in her lessons
on home planning and selection much of the mater- i
iel concerning family and community relations.
During the study of these particular phases of
homemaking, other needs and interests would
develop which would guide the teacher in her
choice of her next plan of work for study and the
amount of emphasis which she would consider
desirable to place upon it.
A group of boys in another class might indicate
a special interest in camp cookery. In this case
the teacher could approach the course from the
standpoint of food selection and preparation.
Again, natural interests and present needs would
arise in this study which would guide the teacher
in her future plans for the course.
A third class of boys might be a sophisticated
group, vitally interested in personal social
problems. The course could be introduced through
a study of family and community relationships
which in turn would motivate other phases of
the course.
Family and Community Relations
Social significance of the home
Wholesome family adjustments
Physical and mental health of the family
Relation of the family to the community
The boys responsibility in the home and community
Community responsibility for individuals end famill^.
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Bomar, W. M. - An Introduction to Homemaking
i3. Saunders ITo*. philadelpil|i
1931. !
Friend - Earning end Spending the Family In- i
come
AppTeton Co. New York. 1930J
Groves, Skinner and Swenson - The Family and
Its Relationships - Lippin-
cott 60 . Phllad^hia. 1929
Justin and Rust - Problems in Home Living
Lippincott Co# Pliiladelpnia.
1929
Spencer - The Family and Its Members
lippincott dol Philadelphia.
1923
Groves, E. R. - Social Problems of the Family;
lippincott do. Wiladelphia
1927









Halbert - The Better Homes Manual
Univ. of Chicago Press,
Chicago. 1931
Justin and Rust - Problems in Home Living
Lippincott ITo. Philadelphia
1927
Matthews - House and Its Care
Little ^rown Co., Boston.
1926
Parsons - Interior Decoration : Its Principles
^d Practices




Shultz - Maicing Homes - Appleton Co., New
Tork. 1931
Trilling and Williams - Art in Home and
Clothing -“Tippincott Co.,
Philadelphia. 1928




Money, time and energy budgets
References
Abel - Successful Family life on a Moderate
^noome - Lip^ncoit Co.
Philadelphia. 1921
Andrews - Bconomics of the Household
Macmillan Co. iTew York
1923
Bonham - Spending the Family Income
Little Brown do. Boston
Friend - Earning and Spending the Family
Income - Appl et on Co.
New York. 1930
Justin and Rust - Problems in Home Living
Lippincott”Co. Phlladelphi
1929
Taber and Wardall - Economics of the Family
Lippincott Co. Philadelphij^
1923





Mechanical devices for food preparation,
storage
References
Balderston - Housewi fery (revised edition)
Lippincott Co. Philedelphi
Friend - Earning and Spending the Family In-




Greer - Foods and HomeaiaJsinp; I
Allyn and Bacon, New York
1928




Lanman, McKay and Zuill - The Family' s Food '
Lippincott (Jo. Philadelphia
1931
Rose - Feeding the Family - Macmillan,
ITew York. 1929
V Clothing Selection and Care
Clothing needs of the family
Boys share in the clothing budget
Clothing selection
Care and repair of clothing





Denny - Fabrics and How to Know Them
Lippincott Co. Philadelphia
1923
Dooley - Textiles - D. C. Heath Co. New Yor'i;
1930
I^er - Textile Fabrics - Houghton Mifflin Co
•
Bos t on
Trilling and Williams - Art in Home end
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Of the fifty-four schools studied, thirty-five reporte:
some form of home economics work for boys. The nine follow-
ing points summarize briefly the chief findings of this
study:
(1) The courses offered in the junior and senior
high schools seemed to be of two types: (a) "Pood
Selection and Preparation", and ( b) "Appreciation Course".
The "Pood Selection and Preparation" dealt entirely with
the selection, preparation, and serving of food, whereas
the "Appreciation Course" included in addition such units
as social etiquette for all occasions; family relation-
ships; clothing care, selection, repair, and budgeting,
and household physics.
(2) Courses were found to be quite evenly divided
between the two types as classified.
(3) The senior high school course in "Appreciation"
included such units as marketing, family relationships,
and budgeting which were not found in the junior high
school. Such items as general appearance, character and
personality were emphasized in the junior high "Appreciation
Course."
(4) The senior high course in "Poods Selection and
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Preparation" included units in food budgeting, marketing,
simple nutrition, and principles of cookery whereas the
junior high school covered work only in simple cookery*
(5) Required courses in home economics for boys
were reported by five junior high schools in Pennsylvania.
I
(6) Class size ranged from seven to twenty-eight
boys, the average and the median both being seventeen.
(7) Of the twelve home economics clubs reported for
boys, all were found in the junior high school.
(8) Home economics clubs for boys were found to be of
three types: (a) camp cookery, { b) practical cooking,
and (c) combination of (a) and (b).
(9) Size of clubs ranged from fourteen to twenty,
the mean and median both being sixteen.
It is apparent that comparatively little home economicii
work is being offered to boys in some states, especially
Maine, Hew Hampshire, and Vermont. Home economics in its
broadest sense should be offered to boys as a general
educational measure. If boys of junior and senior high
school age can be helped by the school to meet present
life problems and situations through a study of certain
phases of home economics, then it most certainly should
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